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About This Game

Sumer is a unique blend of modern board game design and exciting real-time action, set against the beautiful backdrop of a
mysterious ancient civilization.

To claim the throne, four nobles of the ziggurat must compete for Inanna’s favor. She is not easily pleased, but what god is? To
prove your worth you must perform sacrifices according to Inanna’s sacred rituals. Place your workers in workshops to gain
resources and goats. Offer up the resources to Inanna and use the goats to trade for new workshops and abilities. Only the

swiftest and cleverest noble will become the ruler of Sumer.

A Worker Placement Video Game!

Sumer takes the board game mechanic of worker placement to a new level. Each day, you and your competitors will awaken at
dawn to begin your worship. Run and jump around the ziggurat to place your workers so they'll collect resources. You only have

2 workers, so you better figure out your strategy, move fast, and claim workshops before your friends beat you to it!

Real-time Dynamic Auctions!
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Whoever is willing to sacrifice the most goats gets Inanna's blessing! The auction is simple — just move left or right to change
your bid in real time. Each auction is a mind game of bluffing and bravado, and you never know an item’s real price until time is

up! Trick your opponents into overpaying for their bids while you snag good bargains for your own!

Key Features

1-4 players - Play local with up to 4 players. Master playing solo or try to beat up to three of your friends.

Devious AI - A variety of personalities and skill levels makes the game a challenge for any player.

Comfortable game length - With a game experience of 20 to 30 minutes, Sumer plays in a fraction of the time of a
comparable strategy board game.

Infinitely replayable - Randomized setup and a huge variety of different auction items make each playthrough a unique
strategic experience.

Nuanced strategies - There is no single key to winning. Being quick on your feet and making smart long-term
investments are both crucial to victory.

Sumerian culture - We’ve worked with professional historians to bring you the ancient civilization that invented writing,
beer, and board games.

Customizable gameplay - Play the way you want by turning on variants like Big Head mode and Hidden Auction Items.

Your controls - The game can be played with controllers, mouse and keyboard, all at the same time!
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This is the best game in my life :). To me, the game is quite fun, has very nice features, a unique style and a large potential to
become epic.
I do recommend this game. I think you will have fun with it.
. A very nice stealth game with bombs as your only weapon. Runs on Linux, meaning it doesn't expire. Unique enough to be
interesting enough to not be able to recommend enough.. This is a tough one, and even as I type this review I am conflicted
about giving it a thumbs up or a thumbs down. The recommendation I am making comes with a lot of caveats, but the very
attractive price makes it worth taking a chance on.

I love this type of game, and these developers have gone all out trying to cover the bases of a good "couch arena" competition.
The 4 varieties of match (basically Foosball (\u201cVictoryball\u201d), Dodge-Ball, Capture the Flag (\u201cTrophy
Troubles\u201d) & King of the Hill) are sprinkled with power-ups and craziness and some pretty funny gags. The games
\u201cpower ups\u201d which add obstacles, Weapons, change the size of the players or even turn them into cars is nicely
implemented, and scoring sometimes becomes secondary to seeing just how nuts things can get on the field.

Growing up with 8-bit consoles, it seems to me this type of play-with-friends game would be far more popular, but there seems
to be only a handful them on Steam that I try to snatch them up whenever I find one. They are perfect to play with kids, and
\u201cReal Winners\u201d has both a great concept and a fun look to it. I so SO wanted to love this game.

But... and there are a LOT of buts...

First of all, its buggy. The game was just released 2 months ago so perhaps they will be addressed, but right out of the gate there
were issues with the camera obscuring ends of the playing field, players becoming stuck after collisions, and other minor
glitches. Also, players sometimes interact with objects inconsistently, with one player triggering a \u2018perk\u2019
automatically, while the same player needs to hit a button to do so. Still, early days, so not a deal breaker yet (assuming the devs
are planning on patching this thing up a little).

Then there is the \u201cfeel\u201d of the game. Some of the movement feels muddy and slow, and some controls are counter-
intuitive. As the controls are not customizable, this can make for a much steeper learning curve than a game of this type should
have. This may be something that players can adjust to over time, but after a couple of days with this game I am still having
trouble figuring things out. Granted, in the chaos of a match with some friends, this might not be as much of a problem, but I
found playing it with my child frustrating as I could not explain the cause-and-effect certain moves or buttons made.
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The camera also has the same problem many of these arena type games do, where the field of view doesn\u2019t give a lot of
headroom where the scores are located making visibility a little more obscured than is comfortable.

But then we come to the two most troublesome elements of the game. The first is the Menu Music\u2026 oh dear lord the Menu
Music. It is a short and repetitive loop that will drive you rapidly insane. It\u2019s a minor issue, easily solved with a mute
button, but it\u2019s there.

The second problem is far worse: this game NEEDS a \u201cPlay Again\u201d button. Some matches are very VERY short,
which is fine, but to then have to go back to the home screen, pick the same scenario, then pick your team and robot for all
players, and THEN get to play again\u2026 it seems the setup takes longer than the actual game. There should have been the
option to just hit a button and replay the same match without going through all the setup again. For every gripe I have so far,
THIS is the one that caused the most frustration\u2026 and the one I hope the developers might go back and patch.

I hope they fix it because, despite all the gripes, there is a fun little game at the core of all this. Competitive \u201cCouch
Arena\u201d games like this are not very common, and this one covers a LOT of bases. I love the variety of the matches and I
think the style and humor are very enjoyable. Despite the many issues with the game I still have to recommend it as it does a lot
right, and when you aren\u2019t being held up by some of the glitches it can be a very immersive and enjoyable experience to
play with a buddy or three.

With just a few little fixes and tweaks, this could be a really fantastic game, but as it stands its still worth the price of admission
for the things it does right.. This game is a little gem. First of all, the price is totally accessible and this should be of example to
all other indie developers, which sometimes release money-grabbing games with no soul. This game is very short, true (about
one hour, a bit longer if you want to take it slow), but is really cute, touching and immersive and very well executed. Also, the
game completely supports 21:9, it has a FOV slider in the settings, runs perfectly smooth (100fps almost steady) at
3440x1440....well, it is really a technical marvel in that sense and it has also very nice graphics, not even AAA games manage to
hit the right notes like this game did, and for only 2 euros....

I will not say too much about the game given its simplicity and duration. You are embarking yourself soon and you are going to
leave the village in which you grew up, you will face people and locations before leaving. It is obviously a 'walking simulator',
there is no inventory, practically no real puzzles, very basic interactions with the environment and NPCs, it's just a matter of
living the moment narrated in the game and appreciating it.

Totally recommended for those who like this kind of game.. Do you like mazes? Feeling lost? No!? Well too bad!!
I found myself constantly lost, the map system doesn't help at all because it doesn't give you an actual usable map.
I was constantly replacing batteries because the game is so dark and they run out very quickly.

This game is just corridors with more doors stabbing at your poor sore brain.
Play if you want to go mad.

ps~ I played this with my own quick Antimicro config and an xbox one controller but also with "Excision - Virus LP" playing in
iTunes. This makes the game much more playable to me. Oh yeah, there is also no sound menu in-game. I cranked up iTunes
and dealt with it.. Because of the poor voice acting and painstakingly long cutscenes I lost interest in wanting to complete the
game.

This is not a game I would recommend to others who are wanting to play a enjoyable point- and click adventure game. I think
too much of the story is driven through watching cutscenes instead of actually playing the game.. NEW REVIEW (free): totally
worth downloading and having some fun with your share of shrieks.

OLD REVIEW (before free): Hurts my heart not recommending this game, it's amazing, but is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
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dead.
Now, if you have a fair share of friends to play with, just buy it!
Even knowing after playing this you won't be friends anymore, though.. >Buys season pass at game launch
>only get some car packs
>the actual DLC that should be included isn't

waste of money just for some cars to be honest. better spent looking at the individual car packs and buying just the cars you
want, because the actual DLC that should be included isn't. because ubisoft.. One word review: a e s t h e t i c

Full review: This game is an open world, light-adventure and heavy-exploration game, themed around the vaporwave artistic
movement, aiming to capture its look and feel. It does that really well with beautiful and detailed environments (i just love the
MS Paint textures everywhere), awesome soundtrack, plenty of references in every little corner, and a few wacky characters and
situations reminiscent of the internet in the 90s.

As an adventure game, it has surprisingly decent features, tools, moves, and puzzles, but the emphasis is definitely not on
playability, or even the story, but much more on the experience as a whole, which sometimes can be quite immersive. If you dig
vaporwave aesthetics, that alone will keep you playing till the very end. Just make sure you enjoy the journey.
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Minimalistic and really enjoyable twin stick shooter. Highly recommended!. This game is utter crap. refunded.. To put it mildly:
"wow this game is dumb!" If you liked the first game, you are in for a major disappointment.

Embarassing wannabe pseudo-cool dialogue that will make you flinch, annoying lesbian romance pushed at the expense of a
good story about friendship that we could have expected and the main character with hang-ups who is less believable but at the
same time much dumber and much more ignorantly entitled than in the first game. The only good thing about the game is its
good use of music at certain moments of the story. Yet the plot is so poorly-designed that it makes you grind your teeth.. This is
a great little game, easy to pick up and hard to put down. Just enough good writing to be interesting, enough humor to provide a
laugh here and there without overdoing it. Good set of progressive upgrades that keep you focused on improving. Pretty much
everything that is good about small indie games... my only regret is that it isn't finished yet. :). the game is not like i remember it
from when i was a kid. Hot Dish is a vaguely racist kitchen simulator where you click things to cook them. All your favourite
nationalities and stereotypes are present. It's 35 MB though so make sure you have bandwidth room before downloading.
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